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4.1. Limitationsofa Theoretical Treatment
In this chapter we discuss those aspects of the theory of crystal growth
from solution which relate to the growth mechanism. Reference is made
where possible to experiments either on high-temperature or on aqueous
solutions which support the various postulates introduced in the theory. A
recent review of crystal-growth theory has been given by Parker (1970)
and theoretical aspects of crystal growth from solution have also been
reviewed by Bennema ( 1965), Khamskii (1969), Strickland-Constable
(1968) and Lewis (1974).
Although the number of theoretical publications is quite extensive,
reliable quantitative estimates of the growth rate under specified conditions still cannot be gi ven for growth from solution. All the expressions
for this most important parameter contain factors which cannot be assigned
numerical values based on experiment. Any numerical estimates given
therefore contain values which are crude approximations and so predictions
from the theory are at best reliable only to the order of magnitude.
Another serious Iimitation mentioned in the previous chapter is that our
present knowledge of the detailed atomic structure of solutions is unIJ8
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certain and any model of atomistic behaviour in the neighbourhood of a
crystal-solution interface is therefore highly speculative. I t may be expected that the recent advances in understanding of the liquid state will
Iead to new experimental and theoretical studies on solutions, and there is
considerable scope for original work. The content of this chapter is limited
to an explanation of existing th eories in order to formulate the most
complete model of crystal growth from solution which can be given at
present.
4.2. Nucleation
The initial stage of crystallization in a supercooled liquid is the formation
of nuclei of the crystalline phase. Crystal growth, as distinct from nucleation, is the process by which these nuclei attain macroscopic dimensions.
The most important early study of nucleation was that of Tarnmann
( 1925), who determined the rate of nucleation of complex organic materials.
The form of the curve he obtained is shown in Fig. 4.1. On cooling below
NUCL E AT ION RATE

UNDERCOOLING

F1c. 4.1. Temperature dependence of nucleation rate (after Tammann, 1925) .

the melting point TM, the nucleation rate is low until some temperature
TN is reached at which the nucleation rate increases very rapidly. The
metastable region TM -7 Ts will depend on such factors as the purity of the
melt and the presence of dust or other particles which may act as centres
for nucleation. The maximum in the nucleation-temperature curve is due
to a slowing down in the kinetics as the temperature is decreased. The fall
in the nucleation rate is particularly marked in viscous melts, and will
become essentially zero at some temperature Tc. If the melt is cooled to
Tc without any crystallization, a glass will be formed. A similar curve to
Fig. 4.1 will apply to solutions and it is possible to cool very VIscous
solutions to a temperature at which nucleation does not occur.
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Reviews of nucleation from solution have been given by Hirth and
Pound (1963), Nielsen (1964) and Zettlemoyer (1969). In most systems
used for the growth of crystals, nucleation occurs heterogeneously, that is
at favourable sites within the solution such as the crucible wall or the
surface of the solution. Nucleation theory, however, normally describes
the process of homogeneous nucleation in which the nuclei are considered
to form at random throughout the solution, although estimates of heterogeneaus nucleation can also be made.
Fluctuations within the supersaturated solution give rise to small
clusters of molecules, known as "embryos". The probability that an
embryo will grow to form a stable nucleus depends on the change in free
energy associated with its growth or decay. The change in Gibbs free
energy associated with the formation of a spherical embryo of radius r is
given by
(4.1)
where y is the interfacial surface energy of the solid phase and L1Gv the
difference in the Gibbs free energy per unit volume between the solid and
liquid phases. The terms L1GE and L1Gc represent respectively the changes
in Gibbs free energy due to the strain energy and to the configurational
entropy change associated with the replacement of internal degrees of
freedom of bulk crystal by rotational and translational degrees of freedom
of isolated embryos (Lothe and Pound, 1962) and these are normally
neglected as a first approximation.
As r increases from zero, the Gibbs free energy increases up to a critical
value r'* and then decreases, so that r'* represents the minimum radius of a
stable nucleus. The value of r'* is given by differentiation of Eqn (4.1) as
T

'*-- L1G
2y
~.

(4.2)

The form of Eqn (4.2) is unchanged if nuclei of nonspherical shape are
considered but the numerical factor will then differ from 2.
The critical radius r'* may be related to the Supersaturation in the system
if the free-energy change per unit volume is written as
(4.3)
where cpv is the heat of crystallization per unit volume and L1 T the magnitude of the supercooling at constant pressure. For an ideal solution, the
equilibrium solute concentration is given by n, = noo exp (- cp /RT), where
cp ( =L1H1 ) is the molar heat of solution so that cp =VM cpv, with V M the
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molar volume. The relative Supersaturation for small values of L1 T is

Lln cf>Ll T
a = - = - 2n. RT

(4.4)

so that

L1Gv = c/> v L1T = -cf>LlT =RTa

Vu T

T

VM ·

(4.5)

Substitution for L1Gv in Eqn (4.2) gives the value of the critical radius as

r*

2yVM

= -~--

RTa

(4.6)

so that an increase in Supersaturation will decreasc r* and will therefore
favour nucleation.
The value of LlG in Eqn (4.1) for a nucleus of critical size is

L1 G * = 167Ty = ~6"2'___3 V_, 1~
3L1G, 2 3R 2 T 2a 2
2

(4.7)

and, if there are n molecules per unit volume, the concentration of nuclei
of critical size is

n* = n exp ( -LlG* jkT) .

(4.8)

Th e nucleation rate /, being defined as the number of critical nuclei
generated in unit volume per second, is given by the product of the concentration of nuclei of critical size and the rate at which molecules join
such nuclei as

I =n*z* A* =41Tn*z*r*'.

(4.9)

Here z* is the frequency of attachment of single molecules to unit area of
nuclei and A * is the area of a critical nucleus. Substitution for r* and n•
in Eqn (4.9) gives
(4.10)

from which it is apparent that I will vary rapidly with the Supersaturation
a, mainly through the exponential term.

The above treatment follows that given by Volmer and Weber (1926)
who assumed that the probability of growth of the nuclei undergoes a
sharp discontinuity at the critical radius r•. Actually embryos of subcritical size will have a finite probability of growing and those of supercritical size may shrink. A correction for such behaviour was applied by
Becker and Döring (1935), but the resulting expression for I still varies
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rapidly with the driving force for crystal growth, which is represented
bya.
The dependence on Supersaturation of the nucleation rate of potassium
sulphate from aqueous solution has been measured by Mullin and Gaska
(1969) and is shown in Fig. 4.2. This figure shows a comparison between
the nucleation rate and the growth rate over the same Supersaturation
range. N ucleation is found tobe extremely slow for supersaturations below
0.5
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F1c. 4.2. Growth and nucleation rates of potassium sulphate (after Mullin and
Gaska, 1969).
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10 °~ and so ,,·ill not interferc to any appreciable extent with growth on
cstablished crystals in well-stirred solutions at supersaturations much
below this value. The form of the l(a) curve is in quite good agreement
with that of Eqn (4.10) and, in the region of Supersaturation above 10 °~ ,
the nucleation rate can be approximated by apower law -... au.
In the presence of a solid surface or other favourable centre, the
nucleation rate increases because of a reduction in the interfacial free
energy. An expression for the rate of heterogeneaus nucleation may be
obtained by replacing L1G* by some lower value, depending on the nature
of the surface and the shape of the embryos. Foreign particles are weil
known to provide nucleation centres and the problem of achieving a really
clean system makes truly homogeneaus nucleation difficult to achieve
experimentally.
When the conditions for nucleation are first created in a solution, a
finite period is required before the steady nucleation rate is established.
The rate at which the nucleation rate approaches the steady value I 0 can
be described (Dunning, 1955) by a relation

/(t)=/0 exp (

-D·

The time constant T can be written as
T

=

NrNz

(Wn)

Ns*kT exp kT

(4.11)

where Ne is the number of molecules in the critical nucleus and N 8 * the
number of solute molecules in the layer of solution adjacent to this nucleus.
Cobb and Wallis (1967) have estimated that, in the growth of Al 20 3 from
high-temperature solution, T can have values from about 0.4 flS to 40 flS
for undercoolings between 1 and l0°C. Under normal growth conditions,
therefore, this time dependence should have little effect since undercoolings are expected to be less than 10°C. Long induction periods prior
to nucleation may, however, be possible in highly viscous solutions.

oc

4.3. Rough and Smooth Interfaces
Once a crystal has nucleated in a solution, the growth process involves the
transport of solute molecules from the solution to some point on the
crystal surface where they become part of that surface. Of critical importance is the nature of the crystal-solution interface and we consider
first the atomic models of the surfaces of crystals.
To the unaided eye, many crystals grown from solution have perfectly
Aat faces. The important question which will determine the growth
kinetics of the crystal is whether this Aatness persists down to the atomic
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Ievel. Figure 4.3(a) shows a section through an idealized crystal having
atomically Aat faces, in which the atoms, all identical, have been represented as small cubes (this picture clearly differs very strongly from
reality !). Inside the crystal any atom will have six neighbours and, if the
binding energy per atom pair is WB, the energy with which the atom is
bound into the crystal is 3 WB since each bond is shared between two atoms.
For simplicity, only nearest-neighbour interactions are considered. If a
single extra atom is to be added to the crystal, it can form a bond with only
one nearest neighbour and so its binding energy is only WB. Furtheratoms
may, of course, from extra bonds with this firstadditional atom (adatom)
and so constitute a stable duster, but the small energy with which the first
atom is attached is clearly a major barrier to the growth of this crystal.

-A

-- 1--s
r-

(a) Smooth
FIG.

-- -A
A
A

;-

ArA' f- srA
8

(b) Rough

4.3. Crystal interfaces. (a) "ftat", (b) "rough".

An atomically rough crystal interface will have a cross-section such as
that shown diagrammatically in Fig. 4.3(b ). An atom added at the sites
Iabelied A will form bonds with two atoms in the same plane and atoms
arriving at sites Iabelied B will form bonds with three atoms in this plane.
It is clear that any atom incident on this "rough" surface will have a much
greater probability of becoming part ofthat surface than in the case of the
smooth surface. Note that this probability will depend on the binding
energy WB, 2WB, 3WB, etc., not Iinearly but through terms exp (WB /kT),
exp (2WB /kT) etc., where T is the interface temperature and k is Boltzmann's constant.
From this very simple argument, we may conclude that atomically rough
surfaces have a much higher rate of growth than atomically Aat surfaces.
Rough surfaces tend to remain rough as Iong as adatoms which become
attached at sites such as those Iabelied A in Fig. 4.3 create new "corners"
for the attachment of subsequent atoms. However, on a smooth surface,
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the rate-limiting step will be the addition of a new atom or group of atoms
on that surface, since this group will form a layer with a "rough" edge at
which atoms can be integrated relatively easily until the layer covers the
whole crystal face and the surface is again smooth.
4.4. Models of Surface Roughness

Several calculations have been performed of the degree of roughness of
a crystal surface and its variation with temperature. Burton and Cabrera
( 1949) used the Onsager (1944) solution of the Ising model to treat the
behaviour of an array of atoms on the surface of the crystal. If U is the
surface potential energy per atom of the actual surface and U 0 that of a
perfectly ftat surface, the surface roughness is defined as S, = ( U- U 0 ) / U 0 •
The parameter S,. will clearly be zero for a perfectly ftat surface and so a
non-zero value of S,. is a measure of the degree of roughness. A simple
cubic array (such as that of Fig. 4.3) is treated and is assumed to be
perfectly ftat at absolute zero.
The energy required to remove an atom from the perfectly ftat surface
and to place it on a site in the next layer (prcviously empty) is 2Tf'H sincc

four bonds must be broken. For temperatures weil below a critical value
To S, = 4exp(-2W8 fkT) in which the factor exp(-2WB(kT) is the
probability of excitation of a single atom from a full to an empty layer on
the surface. The variation of this function with temperature is shown in
fig. 4.4(a). lt will be seen that the surface may be assumed ftat provided
that T is much less than 0.1 W8 (k. More recent treatments have predicted
a'

~0

0

kT I Ws

(a)

0

:X:--

(b)

FIG. 4.4. (a) Temperature dependence of surface roughness (after Burton and
Cabrera, 1949). (b) Free energy change with fractional occupation of layer (after
Jackson, 1958).
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curves which differ markedly from that of Fig. 4.4(a), but the trend is
always from Sr= 0 at low temperatures with the roughness increasing
rapidly as T is raised above some value in the region of 0.2 W B/k. The
temperature Tc at which the surface in contact with the vapour becomes
"ideally rough" is given by WB /kIn (2 1 ' 2 - 1)- 1 and is normally much
higher than the melting point of the solid. For solid-liquid interfaces W 8
is lower and the surface may be rough at or below the melting point.
Jackson (1958) used a rather different approach which takes into account
the nature of the medium in contact with the crystal surface. His approximation involves a calculation of the change in the Gibbs free energy as
atoms are added to the surface. The results are shown in graphical form in
Fig. 4.4(b) as a plot of the change in free energy per atom versus the
fraction x of atoms occupying a layer on the surface. The parameter
rx = (L fkT)fk, where L is the latent heat of the process, and fk( < 1) is a
crystallographic factor representing the fraction of all first neighbours
lying in a plane parallel to the face considered. I t may be seen that, for
rx < 2, the free energy is a minimum when x=0.5, that is when the surface
is rough. Fora ;::.. 2, the free energy is a minimum when x has a valuc close
to 0 or 1, that is when the surface is almost smooth. Fora {100} plane on a
simple cubic lattice, fk = 2/3 and the critical condition a = 2 corresponds,
for growth from a pure melt, to a melting temperature TM= L f3k.
A similar problern was treated by Temkin ( 1966 ), who described the
behaviour of the surface in terms of a dimensionless parameter y' = 4WfkT,
where W is the surface energy per atom. A flat surface corresponds to a
high value of y'. While the Temkin theory is related to that of Jackson, it
is more general in that the number of surface layers considered is unlimited.
All the theoretical treatments such as those described suffer from the
necessity to make some approximation since a rigorous solution is not
possible. The most common approximations are the restriction of interactions to nearest neighbours and the so-called Bragg-Williams approximation which assumes long-range order and averages the interaction
between atoms so any effects of small clusters of atoms on each other are
not taken into account. Recently attempts have been made to simulate a
crystal surface by computer and some results of such simulations have
been reported by Einsbergen ( 1972) and by Bennema and Gilmer ( 1972).
The relatively !arge size of the simulated surface area ( ,.._, 40 x 40 lattice
units) gives more reliable results of the static surface properties like surface
roughness than the presently available analytical approaches. Thus
computer simulation offers considerable promise.
Hartman and Perdok (1955) proposed a treatment of crystal surfaces
based on considerations of the chemical bonding within the crystal. They
define periodic bond chains (PBC's) as chains running through the crystal
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in certain directions which contain the strongest ch emical bonds. The flat
(F) crystal faces are those which are parallel to at least two of these chains.
Stepped or S faces are those parallel to one PBC and rough or kinked (K)
faces arenot parallel to any PBC. This theory gives good qualitative results
for the crystal morphology of several materials but it cannot be used for
quantitative work such as calculations of surface energy.
The observation of smooth, highly reflecting facets on most crystals
grown from solutions suggests that these are the F faces. If a small crystal
is nucleated with an approximately spherical shape in a supersaturated
solution, the rough faces will have more sites available for the attachment
of solute molecules and will therefore grow more rapidly. As growth
proceeds, these rapidly growing faces tend to disappear and the crystal
will eventually be bounded by the relatively slow-growing "habit" faces.
The sequence of formation of the habit faces is illustrated in Fig. 4.5.
These slow-growing faces, which form the boundaries of crystals grown
under stable conditions, are of coursenot perfectly flat on the atomic scale.
They contain vacancies and adatoms (note that the minima in Fig. 4.4(b)
for er "" 2 do not occur exactly at x ~ 0 or 1), but their important propcrty

isthat growth can only occur at certain sites where a ncw layer is nucleated.

0
(a )

( b)

(c )

(d )

F1c . 4.5. Elimination of more rapiclly growing faces du ring growth.
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Such surfaces are referred to as "singular" and correspond to a minimum
in the y(8) plot which will be discussed in Chapter 5. The mechanisms
by which surface nucleation may occur are considered in Section 4.7. It
may, however, be noted that the nucleation sites will often be lattice
defects, although in principle growth by random two-dimensional
nucleation is possible on a singular surface.
Very few Observations have been reported of rough surfaces on crystals
grown from high-temperature solutions. E. A. D. White (unpublished
work) has noted on ruby crystals grown from solution in PbF 2 small
facets which appear to be rough, but such facets are very rare and it is
probable that they will be observed only when growth is terminated at a
transient stage following some change in the experimental conditions
which is tending to produce a habit change. Anothcr cause of surface
roughness was discussed by Scheel and Elwell (1973b) who assume a fast,
unstable growth rate at the end of a crystal-growth experiment due to fast
cooling when the furnace is shut off or the crucible is removed so that the
remaining solution may be poured out.
The surface roughness of crystals growing in high-temperature solutions
will increase with temperature and they may exhibit changes in growth
rate or morphology on this account as the growth temperature is raised
towards the melting point. However, we shall assume in the subsequent
discussion that the faces of crystals grown by this method are atomically
flat and the theory will be developed with the assumption that some
surface nucleation process is necessary. The experimental evidence for
this assumption will be discussed in Sections 4.11 to 4.13.
4.5. Stages in Growth from Solution
As fi.rst stressed by Kossel ( 1927), growth on a crystal having a flat interface requires some mechanism by which atoms (or the appropriate growth
units)t will be integrated into the crystal more readily than on the remaining surface. This integration may be at the edge of a layer of monatomic
thickness which spreads laterally across the crystal surface. Integration of
atoms into the crystal will occur most readily at vacant sites or "kinks"
along the edge of this layer since an atom entering such a kink will be able
to form nearest-neighbour bonds with three atoms in the crystal. The
meaning of the terms "step" and "kink" is illustrated in the diagram of a
crystal surface shown in Fig. 4.6.

t Glasner (1973) has proposed that supersaturated aqueous solutions contain
crystalline aggregates some SO to 100 A in diameter and that crystallization involves
the regular arrangement of such aggregates on the crystal surface layers of unit cell
height (see Section 4.12) but its confirmation would revolutionize the basic concepts
of growth from solutions.
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F1c. 4.6. Idealized model of "flat" crystal surface.

If a crystal which has a stepped interface is in contact with a supersaturated solution, the process of growth can be considered to occur in the
following stages:
(i) Transport of solute to the neighbourhood of the crystal surface.
(ii) Diffusion through a boundary layer, adjacent to th e surface, m
which a gradient in the solute concentration exists because of
depletion of material at the crystal-solution interface.
(iii) Adsorption on the crystal surface.
(iv) Diffusion over the surface.
(v) Attachment to a step.
(vi) Diffusion along the step.
(vii) Integration into the crystal at a kink.
The sequence (i)-(vii) is illustrated in Fig. 4.7(a). The detailed nature
of the solute particles is not known but it is likely that ions of opposite sign
will tend to diffuse tagether because of their electrostatic attraction. It is
certain that some interaction between solute and solvent particles exists in
the solution. Such interactions are described by the term solvation which is
used here to include all forms of interaction. For simplicity the solute
particles of Fig. 4.7(a) have been shown to be surrounded in the solution
by six particles of the solvent forming a regular octahedron. Salvation
may reduce the tendency of solute particles to form clusters near the
crystal surface, but the importance of dustering in vapour growth has been
demonstrated by Lydtin (1970) and there is a need for experiments aimed
at understanding the nature of the solute particles near the crystal
interface.
Stages (iii), (v) and (vii) are accompanied by partial desolvation and there
will be a new flow of solvent away from the growing crystal. The solute
particles may become desorbed at any stage after (iii) and the desorption
process has been represented on the diagram by (iv)•. The solute does not
F
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( iv).,

(a)
...... - ( i )

>t!)

0::

w

z

w
( vii)

(b)
F1 c. 4.7. (a) Stages in crystal growth from solution; (b) corresponding cnergy
changes.

fully become part of the crystal until the heat of crystallization has been
liberated and the desolvation process is complete.
All the stages in the growth process can be represented by relaxation
times or the equivalent energy barriers and the potential energy profile
for the growth process is shown schematically in Fig. 4.7(b). A similar
diagram was given by Conway and Bockris (1958) for electro-crystallization and by Bennema ( 1967). An alternative representation would be to
consider the various processes as impedances but the electrical analogue
of solution growth has not been pursued, presumably because the impedances are distributed rather than discrete.
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lt should bc noted that some of the processes (i)-(vii) occur in series but
that some occur in parallel so that not all the stages are necessarily involved
in thc growth of a chosen material. For example, solute particles may
diffuse directly to a kink site by surface migration and so diminate the
neccssity for ('·) and (vi). Some of the processes will normally occur so
quickl y (in series) and some so slowly (in parallel) that they may be
ncglectcd in comparison with the other stages. In practical crystal growth
it is most important to kno\\. which process determines the rate of growth
and wc shall bc particularly concerned in this Chapter and in Chaptcr 6
with thc problcm of deciding which step is likely to bc rate-determining.
In order to discuss the growth process in morc detail, it is convenicnt to
takc stages (iii)- (vii) together as the interface kinetic stage. lt is also
necessa ry to consider the origin of the steps, which has been neglected in
the prev ious discussion. The transport process (stage (i)) by which solute
is transferred to the crystal is crucial to the growth of good quality crystals
but we defer discussion of this process until Chapter 6, in which the use
of the theory in the des ign of crystal-growth experiments is considered.
S tage (ii), ditfusion through thc boundary layer, is .first considered
separately for the case in \vhich the interface kinetics are not rate determining. The interface kinetic stage (iii)- (vii) is considered separately
and the gcneral case whcre stages (ii) and (iii)-(i v) are combined is also
treated.

4.6. The Boundary Layer
The concept of a boundary or "unstirred" laye r was introduced by Noyes
and Whitney ( 1897) and its importance in crystal growth from solution
was stressed by Nernst (1904). There is often confusion between the
solute diffusion boundary layer, which was introduced in thc previous
section, and the "hydrodynamic" boundary layer. The latter is a layer of
solution which is considered stagnant because of adhesion to the crystal
surface while th e remainder of the solution is ftowing past this surface (see
vVilcox, 1969). A simple relation exists between the two layer thicknesses,
and the layer referred to in the remainder of the book will be the solute
diffusion boundary layer.
A boundary laye r, whether diffusion or hydrodynamic, is a simplified
concept in any system ftuctuating with time. Its use in diffusion-limited
growth can be illustrated with reference to a plane crystal surface growing
uniformly in a supersaturated solution. The rate of transport of solute per
unit area in the z direction, normal to this surface, is given by Fick's law
as
dm = _ Dan
(4.12)
dt
az
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and the linear rate of growth of the crystal if its surface at z = 0 is correspondingly, with n 0 the solute concentration atz= 0,
V=

P

~no (~:).~o

(4.13)

where p is the density of the crystal. t The solute concentration at the
interface will approximate to the equilibrium value provided that the
kinetic process is extremely rapid compared with the volume diffusion.
This condition was originally assumed by Nernst (1904). If the solute
gradient is uniform over the boundary layer, substitution for (onfoz) in
Eqn (4.13) gives, if p ';P n0 ,

D (n sn- n,)
v= - - - - p

ö

(4.14)

This equation may be used to define the width 8 of the diffusion boundary
layer.
The existence of a boundary layer has been confirmed using optical
interference methods by Berg ( 1938), Bunn ( 1949) and several other
investigators, using aqueous solutions. The solute concentration is determined from the refractive index of the solution and contours of equal
concentration around a growing crystal have the form shown in Fig. 4.8.

CRYSTAL

Lines of
equol concentration
FI G .

4.8. Concentration contours around a growing crystal.

The Supersaturation is seen to be highest at the corners and lowest at the
centre of the faces. Such a variation of the Supersaturation across the face
is to be expected for a polyhedral crystal and the experimental results have
been explained by Seeger (1953) and by Baseher (1965), who solved the
diffusion equation in three dimensions using an electrical analogue.

t The diffusion coefficient D is an effective value, since both positive and
negative ions must diffuse and the requirement of local electrical neutrality must
be satisfied.
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F1c. 4.9. Solute distribution adjacent to growing KUr crystal.

The fact that crystals normally grow uniformly in spite of this variation
in Supersaturation has been explained by Frank (1958a), who supposed
that the rate of growth of any tace is determined by the local value of the
Supersaturation at one point at which thc dominant growth ccntre for the
whole face is located. However, if solute is deposited too rapidly from the
solution, it may be expected that faster growth will occur at the corners
or edges of the crystal where the Supersaturation is highest, and this is
confirmed by experiment (Chernov, 1963; Lefever and Chase, 1962). The
experimental observations of variations in solute concentration across the
face of the crystal confirm the approximate nature of equations such as
(4.14 ). The variation of the solute concentration normal to a crystal surface
in aqueous solution has been measured by Goldsztaub, Itti and Mussard
(1970) and their result is shown in Fig. 4.9. The equation of solute flow in
one dimension is normally written in the form

a2n
an an
D az2+Uct az =at.

(4.15)

The first term represents the diffusional flow, the second growth-induced
convection (Wilcox, 1972) and the third takes into account the time
dependence of the solute concentration. In the steady state, an jat = 0 and
so, if u is negligible,

a2n

az2=0

I.e.

an
az

1Z sn -

- =const= -

n,

~~

8
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as in Eqn (4 .14). The non-linearity in Fig. 4.9 is attributed to convection
in the cell used by Goldsztaub et al. If the convection term is negligible,
the time-dependent solution of Eqn (4.15) has the form
(4.10)
The value of the boundary-layer thickness in this case will be timedependent and integration of the growth rate over the period of the ex periment is necessary if a comparison between experiment and theory is
tobe made.
The problem of the boundary layer was considered by Carlson ( 1958)
who assumed laminar ftow of the solution over a face of the crystal. He
found that, for uniform growth of the crystal face, the concentration of
solute should decrease with distance from the leading edge. As in diffusional
ftow, therefore, a non-uniform Supersaturation over the surface is expected.
Carlson derived an expression for the rate of growth of the crystal and his
results give for thc solute diffusion boundary-layer thickn ess (taking into
account hydrodynamics)
8=

1/3( "P·"-'~ )1/2}-1.
_ TJ_
{0.463 (p",
D)
YJl

(4.17)

Here TJ is the viscosity and p"' the density of the solution, u the ftow
velocity and l the length of the crystal face considered . A similar expression was used by Bennema (1967) to calculate the boundary-layer
thickness and the results were found to be in agreement with his experimental values. If 17 = 10 cP, p," = 5 g cm - 3 , D = 10- 5 cm 2 s - 1 , u =0.1 cm s - 1
and I = 5 mm, the value of 8 is calculated to be 0.055 cm and this value
is probably correct to the order of magnitude for diffusion-controlled
growth .
The variation of 8 with the solution ftow rate u may be used to explain
the change in crystal-growth rate at high supersaturation when the ftow
rate is varied. The usual form of the variation of the crystal-growth rate in
aqueous solutions with the solution ftow rate is shown in Fig. 4.10. The
increase in growth rate with ftow rate continues until some limiting rate is
reached where the growth rate becomes controlled by the interface kinetic
process. Carlson's theory predicts that 8 should vary as u- 112 , and so "L'
should depend on u 112 • This result is in reasonable agreement with the
experiments of Hixson and Knox (1951 ), who report v ocu 0 · 60 , and of
Mullin and Garside ( 1967), whose results are described by a relation
'L'OCU0.65,

A similar variation in the growth rate is observed when a crystal is
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4 . 10. Variation in linear growth rate with solution flow rate .

rotateJ in solution. The boundary-layer thickness in this case is given by
Burton, Prim and Slichter ( 1953) as
(4.18)
\\ hcrc w is thc angular velocity of rotation of the crystal and v the kinematic
viscosity of the solution. A linear dependence of the growth rate von w 112
is found for the growth of sodium thiosulphate using the data of Coulson
and Richardson (1956), for low values of w. Laudise, Linares and Dearborn
(1962) measured the variation of the growth rate of yttrium iron garnet
from solution in Ba0- B20 3 with crystal rotation rate. They found an
increase in ~· for values of w up to about 50 r.p.m., beyond which the
growth rate was independent of the rotation rate. The data are insufficient
to confirm an w 112 dependence at low rotation rates.
In general the observed rate of growth of a crystal will depend partly on
boundary-layer diffusion and partly on the interface kinetics. Brice ( 1967a)
has shown how the role of the boundary layer may be taken into account
in order to deduce the form of the interface kinetic law. His approach is
based on that of Berthoud (1912) and Valeton (1924). The solute concentration at the interface is taken as n; and the kinetic law is assumed to
have thc form
(4.19)
where A and m are independent of the solute concentration. The growth
law may also be expressed in terms of the diffusional ftow by a modification
of Eqn (4.14). In this case
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D (n."- n;)
p
8

V= -:__::_~-----""

(4.20)

Elimination of ni between Eqns (4.19) and (4.20) gives

(~Yim + (v;8) =nsn- n •.

(4.21)

If 8 varies as w- 112 or as u- 112 , a plot of v 11"' versus vw- 112 or vu- 112 at
constant Supersaturation should be linear and such plots were successfully
used by Brice to obtain the power m of the kinetic law. This procedure
does not, however, give satisfactory results in all cases, presumably because
of the simplifications introduced in assuming Eqns (4.19) and (4.20).
The variation of growth rate with boundary-layer thickness as a function
of Supersaturation was discussed by Scheel and Elwell (1973a) and will be
treated in Chapter 6. For low and medium Supersaturation Eqn (4.21)
will approximately hold. However, at high supersaturation and sufficient
stirring a maximum (stable) growth rate is reached which is a constant for
a given solute-solvent system. Depending on n.,.. this maximum growth
rate is determined either by surface kinetics or by heat flow.
4.7. Generation of Surface Steps
We now consider interface kinetic mechanisms in detail, treating in particular crystal surfaces which are "flat" rather than "rough" . The critical
step in the growth of crystals having perfect or nearly perfect surfaces is
the formation of a duster of atoms sufficiently )arge to constitute a stable
nucleus which will grow to form a new layer. The classical theory of
crystal growth is analogous to the nucleation theory described in Section
4.2, with the exception that nucleation occurs on a crystal surface . In such
a "two-dimensional" nucleation theory it is convenient to treat a cylindrical
embryo of radius r and of height a corresponding to one growth unit (e.g.
an atom or molecule). The change in Gibbs free energy on formation of
such an embryo is

(4.22a)
where y , is the edge energy per unit length of the nucleus. The term LlG.
ofEqn (4.1) is included (see Lewis, 1974) by putting
n(r) = n 0 exp(-LlGjkT)

(4.22b)

where n0 is the density of available sites.
Alternatively the free energy can be expressed in terms of the energy
per growth unit (for simplicity, we shall use the term "molecule") Ym on
the edge of the cylindrical nucleus. If the length of the molecule is also a,
Ym =::.ay. and so
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a

1 57

(4.23)

and differentiation gives the radius of the critical nucleus as
y",

(4.24a)

r.= a2LfGv
and the corresponding value of LlG is
2

LlG* = _1ry",
a3LfG " .

(4.24b)

Substitution for L1 G,. from Eqn (4.5) gives
r.,

*

y", V-'t

=

a 2RT-;.

A more familiar form of this equation is obtained by putting V111=NA a 3 ,
where NA is Avogadro's number and the molecule is assumed tobe a cube
of side a. This gives

* - y,"a
kTa

(4.25a)

r., -

and correspondingly
LlG* = 1ry", 2 jkTa.

(4.25b)

The number i* of molecules in a critical nucleus is
"* = 1TYs*2 =

1

a2

(

Ym

)2

kTa ·

(4.25c)

The rate of surface nucleation, and hence of crystal growth, depends by
analogy with Eqn (4.8) on exp ( -LlG* jkT), and it is instructive to estimate
the order of magnitude of this factor as a function of the supersaturation.
The energy y". is of the order of the binding energy WB, introduced in
Section 4.3, that is y", =:::cp",/6, where WB is the binding energy, cp". is the
heat of solution per molecule. (Strictly, the value of Ym will be higher on
low energy planes.) Using a value for cp = 72 kJ mole- 1 as found for nicke!
ferrite in barium borate (Elwell, Neate and Smith, 1969) so that
c?m'""2 x 10- 20 J molecule- t, then, with T= 1500 K, y"./kT=::.1 so that
LlG* ':::'.1Tja. The term exp (- G* jkT) varies from 3 x 10- 3 for a=O.S and
,..._,10- 13 for a=0 .1 to ,..._,10 - 130 for a=O.Ol. Growth by two-dimensional
nucleation therefore has a high probability except at very low Supersaturation values. In the system referred to above, growth was observed
experimentally at relative supersaturations down to about 1%F2
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A discrepancy between observed growth rates from the vapour at
below I% and the prediction from two-dimensional
nucleation theory of negligible growth below 50% Supersaturation (for
4> .../kT ~ 12) led Frank ( 1949) to propose that dislocations having a scre\\
component act as a continuous source of layers on the surface of a crystal.
The presence of the step associated with such a dislocation rcmoves the
need for surface nucleation.
Figure 4.11(a) shows the face of a crystal with a screw dislocation
ernerging at P. Molecules are readily integrated into the crystal at the step
PQ, which is of approximately monomolecular height, and the initial
growth is normal to the step as indicated by the arrow. The emergence of
the screw dislocation at P fixes this point so that the rate of movement of
sup~rsaturations

F?
( 0)

f1c . 4.11 . Development of a spiral.

thc laycr is herc zcro. Elsewhere the step mon:s in such a way that its
linear velocity is constant anJ angular Yelocity decreases with the distance
from P . .'\s the crystal grows, the step therefore winds itself up into a spiral
with its centre at P. The deYelopment of the spiral is illustrated in Figs
4.11 (a )- ( d). In this sequence the face considered grows normal to itself
at a linear rate ._.. The area of the face increases at the same time, due to a
similar grO\\"th process on the other surfaces of the crystal. The spiral will
continue to wind itself up until the separation of adjacent layers at the
centreis of the order of the radius r, * of the critical nucleus.
The presence of growth spirals has now been established on a !arge
variety of crystals. These include natural crystals (Sunagawa, 1960) and
synthetic crystals grown from the vapour phase (Verma, 1953) and from

Fr t; . 4.1 2. G rowth spiral on a ra re -ea rth o rth a fe rrit e cr,·sta l (after Tolksdurfanu
\\' e lz, 1972) .
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aqueous solution (Forty, 1951). Figure 4.12 shows a particularly beautiful
example of a growth spiral on an orthaferrite crystal grown from hightemperature solution, observed by Talksdorf and Welz (1972). The
presence of such spirals provides evidence for the validity of Frank's screwdislocation model, although the height ofthe steps in Fig. 4.12 is 50-150 A
rather than of monomolecular dimensions as envisaged by Frank.
Lewis (1974), in a review of two-dimensional nucleation, has pointed
out that the importance of growth in solution by this mechanism has been
underestimated, certainly for medium and high supersaturation. As is
clear from Eqn (4.25), the probability of 2-D nucleation will depend on
the factor c/JmfkT, which will be lower for solution growth than for growth
from the vapour. Bennema et al. (1972) have confirmed by computer
simulation experiments that a mechanism of growth by 2-D nucleation
on growing two-dimensional nuclei can describe some experimental
growth-rate data better than the screw-dislocation theory.
4.8. The Theory of Burton, Cabrera and Frank
Screw dislocations are important because they can provide a continuous
source of steps which can propagate across the surface of the crystal. In
order to construct a theory which will predict values for the rate of growth
of the crystal, it is necessary to calculate the rate at which molecules will
arrive at the steps of the spiral. A theory of crystal growth including the
mechanism of step generation and of transport into the step was given by
Burton, Cabrera and Frank (1951) and this BCF paper has assumed great
importance since much of the content will apply to any theory of crystal
growth. The theory given here was originally proposed for growth from
the vapour phase but its applicability to solution growth has been strongly
advocated by Bennema (1965, 1967) and by Bennema and Gilmer (1973)
whose treatment we follow.
The velocity of growth will depend on the shape of the growth spiral,
for which an exact expression has not been developed . BCF used the
equation for an Archimedian spiral

r = 2r/•8

(4.26)

where r and (} are the coordinates of any point on the spiral as indicated in
Fig. 4.13. Equation (4.26) should be a good approximation to the behaviour
of a real spiral, for positions not too close to the centre. The distance Yo
between the steps of the spiral will thus be

Yo= 2rs*(8 + 27T)- 8 =41Trs*.
A more rigorous approach by Cabrera and Levine (1956) showed that a
better approximation is given by
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(4.27)

and this value will be used in the subsequent development.
The second part of the BCF theory is concerned with the transport of
molecules from the bulk of the solution to kinks in the steps of the spiral.
I t is assumed that the surface-diffusion coefficient is independent of the
local concentration and this, tagether with the neglect of surface vacancies,
is the main assumption of the theory. As mentioned earlier, the nature of

T
\
e\
\

F1c. 4.13. Growth spiral.

solute particles on the crystal surface is not known but, if Iocal electrical
neutrality is assumed, it is possible to define a single relaxation time for
each stage of the surface transport process in the same way that an effective
volume-diffusion coefficient can be specified for the flow of ions of opposite
eh arge.
The steps in the spiral are assumed to move negligibly slowly compared
with the rate of migration of molecules on the surface. This assumption is
justified since the rate at which the step moves is governed by the rate of
arrival of diffusing molecules. For simplicity, the distance from the spiral
centre is taken to be so !arge that curvature of the steps may be neglected.
The net flux of particles into a strip of width dy on the surface in the region
of a step will depend upon the flux fv from the solution to the surface and
on the flux j. across the surface into the step due to the concentration
gradient created by integration of molecules into the surface at the step.
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j

V

u;~~h/
le/
Yo
F1c. 4.14. Flow of solute to a step .

These particle ftuxes are indicated in Fig. 4.14. In the steady state thc t\\·o
ftuxes will balance and so, for unit length in the .\· direction,

0Jiy) _ · _ o
eil'

)'

(4.28)

.

The surface ftux j , can bc expressed in terms of the surface-cliffusion
coefficient D, ancl the local surface concentration ns as

.
D dn ,
D d (
)
)., = - ·' dy =- ' dy n".a, + n." =

-

D

da,
_, ns•· dy

(4.29)

where n" . is th e cquilibrium concentration at the surface far from a step
and a , the local Yalue of thc relative supersaturation. lt is convenient to
introduce a variable lj1 as thc ditfe rencc between the surface Supersaturation
a , and thc Supersaturation \-ery far from a step, which is gO\·erned by the
solutc conccntration in the hulk of the solution. Thus
(4.30)
ancl, sincc rr is inclepcnd ent ofy,

j_,= D, n,. dd. (a- a,) = D, n" ddt/J .
.
)'
y

(4.31)

The ftux j , can be \Hitten as the difference between the ftux leaving the
surface n,(y) /T''''"'" and that moving towards the surface n.-/Tueads whcre
T,I e a<~>' is the relaxation time governing deadsorption of solute from the
surface (shown as (iv)* in Fig. 4.7). Thus
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an". - n ,

n".(a - a_,)

n". t/J

T(! ~acls

T(! ~a<b

Trh'a<l '

,,.= .

(4.32)

On substitution of Eqns (4.31) and (4.32) into Eqn (4 . 2~). thc ditfcrcntial
equation of solute transport becomes

or
(+.33)
whcrc y , ~ , ·'(D, Trtpar1,) is thc mean di stancc tran:llcd by so lutc lllolcntlcs
on thc surfacc. Equation (4.33) has a generat solution

(4 .34)
and it is necessary to introduce bound ary conditions to obtain ,·alues for
A and B. The mostprobable situationisthat y , '>y .\'", \vhere .\'" is the a\-erage
distancc between kinks in a step. for a sct of cyuidistant stcps of scparation
_l' o and ,,·i th th e origin of y chosen to be mid-\\·ay bl'twee n th e steps, thc
boundary condition may be expressed by putting thc va luc of t/1 at a stcp
as ßa, so that t/; = ßa when y = J: ~ _r ... Th en, from Eqn (4 ..H), for _I' = + ~y .. ,
t/J = ßa = A cxp (Yof2y,) + B exp ( - y "j2y ,) and for y = - ~_I' .. , •/1 = ßa =
A exp ( - y., j2y, ) + B cxp (y,./2yJ from '' hich .4 = IJ, and ~ubstitution in
terms of ßa in Eqn (4.34) gives

t/; = ßa cos~ (_v /.1~)

(4 . 35 )

cosh (y ?j2ys)

If .\' 0 --'".y,, it is necessa ry to introduce an extra factor r" int o Eqn (4.35) to
take into account the non-planar diffu sion fi elds around the kinks .
From Eqn (4.31), the Aux of particlcs towards a step ma v no w bc
\Hitten as

D, n" ßa sinh (y /y ,)
cosh--(Yo/2)·;) .
y,

(4.36)

lf n ,,. is measured in gcm - 2 ,J., representsthcAuxingcm - 's - 1 tO\\·a rdsa
step either of monomolecular or !arger height. Thc linea r rate of ad,·ance
of the step 1'.<~ is obtained by multiplying j , by th e area l fpa per unit mass
of thc crystal so that, for a step of monatomic height ,
"'

v,t

=

2J.-'(u ~ u,/ '2) .

_!_ -_ 2D, n ,ej}a tan
. h )~
2
pa

apy,

y,

(4.37)

Thc factor 2 is introduced since molecules cnter th e step from t\\'O sides.
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In order to calculate the linear growth rate v of the crystal (in the z
direction), it is necessary to multiply the flux of steps by the height of a
step. Fora step separation J 0 , the number of steps per unit length is 1/yo
and so the flux of steps in the y direction will be V 5 dy 0 • If the step height is
a, the rate of growth will then be

(4.38)
or, on substituting for V 5 1 and Yo from Eqns (4.37) and (4.27)
v

=

2D. n., ßa kT tanh ~ .
2

19ymYsPa

2ys

(4.39)

If a parameter a 1 is defined as
ay 0 9.5ym a
= -- 2y.
kTy.

al= -

(4.40)

Eqn (4.39) may be rewritten in the form

(4.41)

The variation of growth rate with Supersaturation thus depends on two
parameters: C( = D. n" ßfy/p ), which determines the absolute value of ·v,
and a1 which determines the shape of the v(a) curve. For low values of
a( a<: a 1 ) Eqn (4.41) may be approximated by

Ca 2 ( exp (2a 1 /a)- 1) Ca 2
v- - - a1 ( exp (2a 1/a) + 1)- a 1

(4.42a)

Ca 2 (1 + (2a 1 /a) + ... )- 1 C
v ::::~(1+(2a 1 /a) + ... ) + 1:::: a.

(4.42b)

while for a ;> a 1

The BCF theory therefore predicts a quadratic v(a) curve for low values
of the Supersaturation with a gradual transition to a linear law as the
Supersaturation is increased above a critical value a 1 • A relatively !arge
value of a 1 for a given material should result in a quadratic growth curve
while a linear v(a) plot should be expected according to the above theory
if a 1 is low.
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Cabrera and Coleman (1963) have pointed out that at higher supersaturations, the surface Supersaturation near the centre of the spiral may be
lower than a because of the depletion caused by surface diffusion to that
portion of the spiral ,,·here the step spacing Yo is small. The result is that
Yo decreases more slowly with a than predicted by Eqn (4.27). This "back
stress" effect makes the transition from a quadratic to a linear law occur at
higher values of a than predicted by Eqn (4.42) and a perfectly linear law
is unlikely over any wide range of Supersaturation values.
lf a number of screw dislocations emerge at the growth centre the form
of the spiral will be more complex than that shown in Fig. 4.13. In order
to take into account the effect of cooperation between a number of interacting spirals, BCF introduced a factor E suchthat

19r,* 19y,..a
Yo = -E- = €kTa ·

(4.43)

Equation (4.41) then becomes
v

CEa 2
= -

-

a1

a

tanh - 1· .
€a

(4.44)

The factor € can be quite complex and some examples of cooperating
dislocations will be discussed in Section 4.12.
BCF Theory of Solution Growth
As mentioned earlier, the BCF theory was derived for growth from the
vapour. In the case of solution growth, the molecules were assumed to
enter the kinks directly rather than by entering an adsorption layer and
undergoing surface diffusion. The justification for this assumption was
that the coefficient of volume diffusion (- 10 - 5 cm 2 s - 1) is normally much
higher than the coefficient of surface diffusion (- 10- 8 cm 2 s- 1 ) for
molecules in solution so that any diffusion in a direction parallel to the
crystal surface might be expected to occur in the boundary layer. lf the
rate of flow of solute molecules to the kinks is governed by diffusion
through the boundary layer, the net flux reaching the steps, which governs
their rate of advance v, 11 will be proportional to the Supersaturation a.
With l jy 0 oca according to Eqn (4.27), the growth rate v will again vary
as a 2 since v = V 81 afyo [Eqn (4.38)]. BCF considered solute flow towards a
kink in a hemispherical diffusion field and obtained an expression for the
step velocity

(4.45)
For low supersaturationsyo is !arge and the third term in the bracket is the
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dominant one. In this case, V 5 1 oca and a quadratic law is predicted using
Eqn (4.38) since Yooc 1/a. However, at high supersaturations the second
term is dominant since Yo becomes small. In the latter case
V st

Dn . ay 0
~ pa(S- Yo)

and, neglecting Yo in comparison with S, Eqn (4.38) gives the growth rate
as

Dn, a

V=

-----;;8 .

This case is exactly the same volume-diffusion limited situation \\ hich
\\·as considered by Nernst and described by Eqn (4.14).
4.9. Should Surface Diffusion be lncluded?
The difference between Bennema's treatment of solution growth and the
BCF solution-growth theory rests upon whether or not surface diffusion
plays an important role in the growth process. It is generally accepted that
the rate of volume diffusion exceeds that of surface diffusion, but thc
effective area of the kink sites is small compared with the total area of thc
crystal face and this factor will favour a mechanism in which volumc
diffusion to a random point on the surface is followed by surface diffusion
to a kink.
A meaningful numerical comparison betwecn thc growth rates calculated
using Eqns (4.44) and (4.45) is difficult because many of the parameters
in these equations are not known even to the order of magnitude. An
attempted comparison is given in Fig. 4.15 . In this example it has been
assumed that D = 10- 5 cm 2 s- 1 , n, = 1 g cm - 3 , p = 5 g cm - 3 , a = 4 x 10 - 8 cm
and y", = 2x 10 - 20 J /molecule~kT so that, from Eqn (4.27), y " ::10a fa.
The mean separation between kinks .\" 0 is given by BCF as
(4.46)
and, with the binding energy Ws- y,"- kT for T = 1500 K, .\" 0 - a. BCF
estimate X 0 - 4a and so, for our example, we take an intermediate value of
2
X 0 =2a. The boundary-layer width S is taken tobe 10- cm and thc supersaturation range chosen is typical of experimental values. I t is found that,
with these data, the second term of Eqn (4.45) is dominant and so the
growth rate in the BCF solution-growth theory is determined by volume
diffusion over the whole range considered. For the surface-diffusion case
we assume D , = I0 - 8 cm 2 s- 1 and y _,= 10- 5 cm, which are typical values
for aqueous solution growth according to Bennema's interpretation
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Log supersoturotion u ---F 1c . 4 . 15. Growt h ra te for ßCF vo lume and surface-diffus ion theories :
(a) vo lume diffusion, (b) surface dift'usion, ß= JO - ', (c) surface diffusion, ß= I.

(Bennema, 1965). The latter va lue gives a 1 ~ .04 which is within the range
of supersaturation values considered. The va lue of the growth rate for th e
s urface-d iffusion model depends critically on the parameter ßof Eqn (4.35) .
.\ valu e ß ~ 1 wou ld indicate that th e surface Supersaturation has its
maximum va lu e and so co rrespond s to a maximum growth rate. Bennema's
estimates of th e releva nt acti vat ion ene rgi es suggest a va lu e of ß- 10- 2
and the usual va lues are probably somewhere between these Iimits. There
is no reason in principle why a factor ß should not be included in Eqn (4.45)
also. Figure 4.15 sho'vvs that ~ · va ri es as a 2 in the Supersaturation range
shown .
I t should be emp hasized that th e data of Fig. 4.15 represent typica l
va lues and do not indicate the effect of su rface diffusion on the system
considered . Surface diffusion will always increase th e growth rate, if its
effect is not negli gible, by increasi ng th e probability that a so lute molecule
will find a kink site. C hernov ( 196 1) also proposed a th eory of crystal
g rowth from solution based on calculation of th e flow to a system of
parallel steps, assum ing no surface or edge diffusion . The concentration 11
is assumed to be described by an equati on
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on
D or = A(n- n,.)

where n is the concentration at a distance r from a step and A a constant
which is !arge if the kink separation is small. Figure 4.16 shows the solute
diffusion field around the steps assumed by Chernov. The solution of the
diffusion equation gives for the growth rate
V

AakTne
a2
= ---:-- -:-:---:--:--~:-o--=-:---c--;-----:;-4y {1 +(AafD) In (oa 3 faa) sinh (a/a 3 )}

(4.47)

where a 3 = 4 V", yfkTo. Eqn (4.47) gives a rather similar result for the growth
rate to that of the BCF volume-diffusion theory; at low supersaturations

-~8

FIC. 4.16 . Solute diffusion to system of steps (after Chernov, 1961, 1963).

(a< a 3 ) a quadratic law is predicted and the v( a) curve becomes linear at
high values of a as the volume-diffusion step becomes rate controlling.
Over a wide range of supersaturation values, Chernov's equation can be
approximated by a law of the form

(4.48)
Gilmer, Ghez and Cabrera (1971) have given a more complete treatment
of the mechanism of transport of solute particles to kinks in a step, including simultaneaus volume and surface diffusion. They also assume a
set of equidistant parallel steps and a high density of kinks so that diffusion
along the edge of a step may be neglected. A single step of height h is
considered at y = 0, as in Fig. 4.17, and the volume and surface solute
densities are related using three equations. Firstly, Fick's second law
requires that, in the steady state,

iJ2n iJ2n
iJy2+ iJz2= 0

(4.49a)

since diffusion in the crystal is neglected. Secondly, the surface-diffusion
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process as affected by th e volume to surface flow Js described by the
equation

D , iJ2n~ +
0)'

n(on)
OZ

=

z=O

0

(4.49b)

where n, in this case is the surface concentration of solute per unit arca.
Finally, the exchange of solute between surface and volume is given by

(4.49c)
The factor Df/1 represents a "drift velocity" of solute molecules entering
the adsorption layer from th e adjacent volume such that /1 =,\rdesoh.fTrrtirr
where ,\ is the mean free path in the solution and the T's are relaxation
times for desolvation and volume diffusion .
The net exchange of solute at a kink is given by the net flux from
neighbouring sites as

j = D(~;,)y =O = ~J(ns)y = 0 -n.]

(4.50)

where /ls = ATkink /T,c~;rr is the quantity analogaus to /1 for surface diffusion.
In the solution to these equations, the critical parameter is found to be
, is, as before, th e mean distance travelled by an adsorbed
b = y sf/1 where y _
solute molecule on the crystal surface. The growth rate in the Iimit b = 0
is given by
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1!_7J_
D11 r

=

a[.1 + 8+ ~~s(o + .1{ 2y,
~': coth (!--"
)- 1}]2y,

1
•

(4.51)

-' s

This equation is analogaus to Ohm's law in electricity, a being the driving
force for crystal growth and p~'f Dn, a growth "current". Each of the terms
in the square brackets has the character of an impedance. The first may
be regarded as the impedance of the adsorption reaction and the second is
that of the boundary layer. Thc third term reprcscnts an impedance for
entering the steps and thc fourth isthat due to surface diffusion.
Equation (4.51) includes Chernov's theory and thc BCF thcory and
reduccs to these when the appropriate assumptions arc madc. The ctfect
of a non-negligible value for b can be included only by numerical eomputation and examples of such calculations are given in the original paper.
Results of computer simulation of crystal growth taking into aceount
surface diffusion have been puhlished by Gilmer and Bennema ( 1972).
I t should be noted that, in this treatment, adsorption-controlled growth
which would be expected for !arge valucs of A is linear in the Supersaturation. This result conflicts with that of Reich and Kahlweit ( 1968)
which is discussed in the next Section.

4.10. The Role of Desolvation
The formation of complexes between solutc and solvent is wdl established ,
and the requirement of desolvation prior to growth has been discussed
briefly in Section 4.5. Desolvation must occur at the crystal surface since
the surface cannot proviele a driving force for desolvation at long range.
If, as in the Chernov and BCF solution-growth theories, solute were to
enter the kink sites directly from the solution, desolvation would ha vc to
occur at the same time as the intcgration process. I t appears reasonabl e to
cxpcct that adsorption onto the surface, which permits partial desolvation
and orientation of the molecules prio1 to entry into a kink, " ·ill bc a more
probable mechanism.
This latter conclusion was reached by Da\·ies and Joncs (1951) whn
studied the precipitation of silver chloride from aqueous solution hy
monitaring the electrical conductivity of the solution. They rcasoned that,
if the gro\vth kinetics were determined by the reaction of Ag ~ and CI - ions
at the interface, the rate of crystallization would be proportional to n;,"
where n ," is the concentration of AgCl in the solution. Since this rate must
equal the dissolution rate when nsn = n., the net growth rate should be
proportional to ni.. - n/. Experimentally they found that the rate of
precipitation was proportional to (n _, n,) 2 , and this led them to reject a
model in which adsorptionwas not included.
Daremus (1958) reviewed the experimental data on the precipitation
11 -
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of relatively insoluble salts and also stressed the importance of an adsorption layer. In experiments where ions of one constituent were added
in excess of the stoichiometric ratio, the rate of precipitation was found to
be substantially unchanged on adding more of the excess ions. This result
is best explained by assuming the existence of an adsorption layer which
is "saturated" by the excess ions since the growth rate then depends only
on the minority ion concentration. Doremus extended the concept of
surface reaction-controlled grO\vth, considering both the formation of
molecules on the surface prior to diffusion to a kink and the separate
surface diffusion of oppositely charged ions which are integrated alternately
into the crystal at the kiok sites. In the first case, the precipitation rate was
calculated to be proportional to (n.,, - n,)3 for a "one- one" electrolyte AB
and to (11"'- n, )4 for a "two-one" electrolyte .4 2 B. These dependences
became (n", - n,) 2 and (n.," - n,.)3 respectively for the latter model. Several
examples of a cubic growth law were quoted.
Reich and Kahlweit (1968) proposed a theory which is related to the
BCF volurne diffusion theory but which should be applicable to those
cases where desoh·ation at the kinks is rhe rate lirniting kinetic process.

According to their treatment, the rate of advance of steps is governed by
the flll\ of desolvated inns to the kinks. Thc step velocity is given by

3V,..a2(
_ - 11, "

7', 1 ~ --

Tdt·~ .,\ 'o

- 11,

) exp (W""' jk1')

(4.52)

where Td~ B is the reJaxation time for desolvation at a kink and Wdt•,; the
potential barrier for desolvation. At low supersaturations v_,1 oca through
the term (n"' - nJ and a parabolic v(a) law is expected since Y ooc 1/a as in
th e BCF theory. At high supersaturations volume diffusion will become
the rate-limiting step as predicted in all treatments of solution gro>vth.

4.11. Comparison of Solution Growth Theory with Experiment
One spectacular success of the BCF theory isthat it successfully predicted
the occurrence on crystal surfaces of growth spirals, which have now been
observed on a wide variety of crystals. In this section we examine the
ability of this theory and its va rious extensions to account for experimental
determinations of the variation with supersaturation of the. growth rate of
crystals from solution.
In interpreting experimental data, difficulty is frequently encountered
in clistinguishing between boundary-layer and interface-kinetic effects.
Two methods are available for obtaining the form of the '1-·(a) relationship
for the kinetic process by experiment. The first is to measure the variation
of growth rate with solution flow rate or crystal rotation rate and to extract
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the v(a) relationship using Eqn (4.21). Alternatively, high flow rates or
rotation rates may be used and the assumption made that the growth rate
is then controlled only by the interface kinetics. The latter assumption is
often of dubious validity and experimental data may underestimate the
true kinetic-controlled growth rate because no allowance is made for a
desolvation or minimum diffusion stage. Unfortunately data obtained by
either method are not available for growth on a habit face from high-temperature solution and we therefore consider the results of experiments on
aqueous solutions. (Measurements of the growth rate in LPE experiments
as a function of the substrate rotation rate will be described in Chapter

8.)
Forthose crystals to which Brice's method is applicable, that is for which
the v(w) or v(u) data yield a straight line when plotted according to
Eqn (4.21), a quadratic growth law is often found. Brice (1967a) used the
experimental data on sucrose (van Hook, 1945) and CuS0 4 .5H 2 0 (McCabe
and Stevens, 1951; Hixson and Knox, 1951) and found that voca 2 except
for Hixson and Knox's data above 71 °C, which indicated a linear growth
law. The data of Coulson and Richardson (1956) also fit a quadratic law but
our attempts to apply Eqn (4.21) to the results of other investigators
were not successful. For example, the data of Mullin and Gaska (1969)
yield a highly non-linear plot of vu - 112 against v 112 although the growth
rates at high values of u indicate a quadratic law. The extent of the discrepancy between these values and Eqn (4.21) is indicated by an increase
of vu- 112 with v, a similar discrepancy with Eqn (4.21) being also found for
citric acid using the data of Cartier et al. (1959). This discrepancy may be
due to convective flow in the solution.
A quadratic growth law has been found for a number of materials grown
under conditions of rapid flow. Examples are sodium chloride (Rumford
and Bain, 1960), ammonium dihydrogen phosphate (ADP) and potassium
dihydrogen phosphate (KDP) (Mullin and Amatavivadhana, 1967) and
potassium sulphate (Mullin and Gaska, 1969). However, a linear growth
law has been discovered by Bransom et al. (1949) for the growth of cyclonite, by Belyutsin and Dvoryakin ( 1957) for various alums and by Bennema
(1966b) for potassium aluminium alum.
Discrepancies are frequently noted between the results of different
investigators. For example, Mullin and Garside (1967) found that their
results for potassium aluminium alum are best described by a curve of the
form vocaL 62 , which is in agreement within experimental error with the
expression given by Chernov (Eqn 4.48). The discrepancy between their
results and those of Bennema may be due to the higher supersaturation
range studied by Mullin and Garside. Chernov's theory is also supported
by the data of Kunisaki (1957) on ethylene diamine tartrate and by
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4.18. Growth rate of sodium chlorate (after Bennema, 1967).

Garabedian and Strickland-Constable (1970), who reported a variation
of the form v o:ai. 73 for the growth of sodium chlorate.
Bennema (1967) used his own results on sodium chlorate to support his
case for the inclusion of surface diffusion in crystal growth from solution.
The experimental data are shown in Fig. 4.18 tagether with a curve plotted
using the BCF surface-diffusion formula, Eqn (4.41 ). A similar curve would
be predicted by the BCF volume-diffusion theory but in that case the
linear region would be controlled by boundary-layer diffusion. Bennema
found, however, that changing the stirring rate had no effect on the crystal
growth rate and was therefore confident that the measured growth rate
was determined by the interface kinetics. The slope in the linear region is
roughly one tenth that expected for volume-diffusion control (Eqn 4.14).
This discrepancy was given an alternative explanation by Gilmer et al.
(1971) by the inclusion of the parameter A which appears in Eqn (4.51).
Then, in the linear region,
d~·

-

da

Dn ,.
p(8 + A)

-- -

(4.53)
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from which they estimate A ~ 108 ~ 0.1 cm in this case. The data of
Garabedian and Strickland- Constable clearly do not agree with those of
Bennema but, again, this may be due to the fact that they were obtained at
much higher supersaturations.
Alexandru (1971) investigated the growth of ADP by a method similar
tothat used by Bennema and also found that his results wen: best explained
by the BCF surface-diffusion theory.
Gilmer et al. (1971) used Eqn (4.51) to interpret Jata of Smythe (1967)
on the growth of sucrose crystals. A linear dependence of ~- on a was
observed by Smythc at temperatures from 20°C to 70°C . The value of 11
at 21
is estimated as 2 x 10 - 2 cm, ·which is much )arger than the estimated
value of 8 = 4 x 10 - 4 cm . lf this interpretation is correct, the growth
mechanism must involve adsorption followed by surface diffusion sincc A
represents the effective impedance of the adsorption process.
When the results on precipitation, described in the last section, arc
included, the weight of evidence appears to favour a growth mechanism
which includes a surface-diffusion process in many cases. This conclusion
is supported by estimates by Conway and Bockris ( 195::>) of the energy
changes occurring during electrocrystallization. They concluded that the
energy rcquired to transfer an ion to a surface site is much Iess than that
for dircct transfer to a kink, and therefore favoured an initial surface
adsorption stage. Electrocrystallization must, of coursc, includc thc
transfcr of an electron which is required before an ion in thc solution can
bccome a neutral atom, but the situation is otherwisc identical to crystal
growth from solution.
The number of ~·(a) measurements on crystals grown from high-temperature solutions is very small, and these ha\'e becn made only on unstirred solutions. t EI weil and Dawson ( 1972) found a linear \'ariation for
the growth of nicke! ferrite from barium borate and of sodium niobatc
from :"-JaB0 2 • Thc data for nicke) ferrite are shown in Fig. 4.19, ancl
growth in this casc is belie\'ed to be controlled by ,-olumc diffusion
through the boundary layer. The valuc of D/8 calculated using Eqn (4.14)
is found tobe 5.7 x 10 - ~ cm s- 1 • The value of 8 estimated from Eqn (4.17)
using 77~20cP, p ," ~4 . 5gcm - 3 , D:::::10 - •cm 2 s- 1, u:::::0.1 cm s- 1 and
l = 0.5 cm is 8:::::: .06 cm, which gives D/8 - 1.6 x 10 - 4 cm s - 1 • The agrecment between theory and experiment is as good as can bc expectcd in \'ie"·
of the uncertainties in the values of D, 77 and u.
A quadratic ~·(a) variationwas found for thc growth of barium strontium
niobate Ba 0 _5 Sr0 _5 Nb 20 6 from the system Ba0- Sr0- Nb 20 5- B 2Ü 3 as
shown in Fig. 4.20. A remarkable feature of these results is the persistence

oc

t :\1easurements on stirred solutions will be published in ]. Crystal Gr01t'lh by
Elwell, Capper and D'Agostino.
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of the quadratic law to supersaturations of up to 10'\,. :\ critical supcrsaturation rr 1 nf I 11°" is two nrders of magnitude greater than the highest
\·a lue reportcd by lknncma ( IW>7) for crystal growth from aqucous
solution although Bennen1a et al. (1972) recentl y revised their estimate of
rr 1 to -J0 - 1 • :\ccorcling to Eqn (4.40), a 1 is given by 9.5y .. , ajkTy" so that
a high \·alue of rr 1 requires either a high va lue of Ym or a low value of y , .
.-\ high \·alue of a 1 thus appears to be unfavourable for crystal growth since
both low y, and high y", will favour cleaclsorption of surface molecules
rather than integration into the kinks, ancl it is founcl experimentally that
Ba 0 . 5 Sr 0 . 5 :'-ib 2 0" is a clifficult material to crystallize from borate solvents.
The quadratic law may also be due to a surface reaction between, say,
Rt:\b 2 0,; ancl Sr:\b 2 0" units, as suggestecl by Tiller (1971), but current
knmdedge of the ionic species present in the solution is insufficient to
aiiO\\. any firm conclusion. A quadratic ~·(a) variationwas founcl to explain
th e growth -rate measurements of NaNb0 3 from a NaB0 2 ftux (Dawson et
al., 1974) and of 1'-Ta 1 _}\lb,.0 3 from a K 2 C0 3 ftux (Whiffin and Brice 1974 ).
:\ewkirk and Smith (1965) observed a linear va riation in the growth of
fkO front a nuntber uf Li 20 ( \Iu0 3 soh·ents. The gruwth rates fur this
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F1c. 4.20. Growth rate of barium strontium niobate (EI weiland Dawson, 1972).

material were only of the order of 10-8 cm s-1, some 2 orders of magnitude
lower than those shown in Figs 4.19 and 4.20, which are more typical of
the maximum values possible in high-temperature solution growth (Scheel
and Elwell, 1972, 1973a). lt is unlikely that such low growth rates for
Beü can be explained simply by a low coefficient of volume diffusion, and
the simplest explanation would be to postulate a high value for the
adsorption parameter of Gilmer et al. (1971). (It was mentioned above
that a linear v(a) relation is difficult to explain in terms of the BCF surfacediffusion theory when the back-stress effect is included. In the next section
we shall discuss the shapes of spirals which may be expected to result
when the growth centreis a pair or group of spirals; one example which can
result in a linear v(a) variationwill be included.)
4.12. Non-Archimedian Spirals
In the previous discussion the growth spirals have been assumed to be
of approximately Archimedian shape and to have their origin in a single
dislocation with a screw component. Frequently, however, dislocations
occur in pairs or groups and the spirals originating from such centres will
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normally have more complex shapes, and the growth mechanism may
differ from the simpler case considered in Section 4.7.
If the growth centre is a pair of dislocations of like sign, separated by a
distance greater than 27Tr, •, the shape of the resulting spiral will have the
form shown in Fig. 4.21. lf the crystal face is divided as shown by the heavy
dashed line, which will be slightly curved, the two sections will be fed with
steps from the two centres, respectively. The activity is approximately the
same as that of a single spiral. When the centres are separated by less than
27Tr, •, the arms of both spirals reach the whole area; if the separation is
much less than r!, the centre effectively generates two spirals, each with
the same step velocity, and so the activity of th e centre will be twice that of
a single dislocation.
When a pair of dislocations of opposite sign are separated by a distance greater than 21rr, •, the steps join up to form closed loops, as shown
in Fig. 4.22. This type of cooperation in which a screw-dislocation
source generates a series of continuous layers has been observed by Forty
(1951) and Griffin (1951 ), along with many other examples of spirals due to
interacting dislocations.
If there are two similar pairs of dislocations separated by a distance
!arge compared with the separation in each pair, the steps will combine on
meeting and the number of steps passing any point on the surface will be
the same as if only one pair existed. Generalizing from this statement, the
grO\vth rate of a face containing several pairs of dislocations of opposite
sign will be the same as that of a face having only one such pair as the

F1c. 4.21. Growth spiral due to pair of dislocations of like sign.
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FrG. 4.22. Layers due to a pair of dislocations of opposite sign.

active centre. When the separation of a pair is less than Zr,*, step motion
cannot occur and so no growth will proceed from such a centre.
A n interesting case arises when a group of dislocations of the samc sign,

all separated by the same distance smaller than 2Trr*, acts as a spiral source.
Such an array of dislocations may form wherever screw dislocations
occurring in a group lie along some line. The type of spiral produced by
this type of group is shown in Fig. 4.23. The separation )' 0 of the spirals
generated will be determined by the separation l between the dislocations
and is thus independent of the supersaturation a. As a result, th e growth
rate ·v( = "<' , 1 afy" ) will depend on the supersaturation only through thc
tenn z·, 1• Since '~-' ., 1 oca [Eqn (4.37)], a linear 7-·(a) law is expected and this may
cxplain the experimental observation of linear kinetic laws for somc
materials.

Frc. 4.23. Spiral due to a group of dislocations lying along a line.

Ft c;. 4 .24. Spiral on barium zin c ferrit e (a fte r Cook and

~ ye ,

1967).
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Frequently the spirals which are observed experimentally do not have
curved edges. If the rate of advance of a step over a crystal surface depends
upon the orientation, the spiral may readily develop straight edges which
are related to the slow-growing faces of the crystal. An example of such a
"polygonized" spiral is shown in Fig. 4.24. This spiral was observed (using
optical microscopy) by Cook and N ye ( 1967) on a fl ux -grown crystal of
Ba 2Zn 2Fe 12Ü 22 • The spiral is on the basal plane of the crystal and its shape
clearly reflects the hexagonal symmetry normal to this plane. The height of
the steps in some spirals was determined by replication electron microscopy
as 14.5 A, which corresponds to the unit-cell edge.
The spirals and growth features which are observed experimentally are
often not of unit-cell dimensions but may be built up of 100-10000 unit
cells. In a review by Honigmann (1958), surface studies on solution-grown
crystals of eleven different materials were reported. Spirals were observed
on seven of these materials and non-spiral layer growth on eight. On six
materials, the steps were of one or two unit cells in height, on three they
were of many unit cells in height and on two, step heights in the region of
1000 A were observed.
The formation of "macrospirals" observable with a simple microscope

FIG.

4.25. Macrospiral formation due to periodic motion of centre.
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was cxplain cd by :\mclincb, flontinck and Dckeyser (1())7) a~ lwing duc
to a '\mhbling" nf thc ccntrc of thc spiral at a helicoidal sctT\\. dislncatinn.
The etfect of a pcriodic pcrturbation of thc spiral ccntrc i~ illu~tratcd in
Fig. 4.25, in which the regular Auctuation in the pitch of th~: spiral may bc
seen to give the impression of a spiral of greater pitch. The periodic
perturbation can be inclucled m the theory hy replacing thc factor E in
Eqn (4.44) by En sin wl, so that

zo(t) =

CE 0 sin wf a 2
---

---

a1

a

1
tanh ---.-~~
E 0 Sinwta

and the appearance of a macrospiral will be goYerned by thc relati\'C
magnitudes of the frequenc y w of the perturbation and the frequt.:nc y of
rotation of the spiral. Bennema and van Rasmalen (1972) haYe shmm that
Auctuations will always reduce the Am,· of steps ancl therefore thc rate of
growth.
Bennema (1969) has argued that pol ygonization of th e macrospirals is
nplained more readily if surfacc ditfusion of solutc occurs than if solutc
cnters thc kink sitcs dircctly. He considered in partietdar tht.: obscn·ations
of Torgeson and Jackson (1965) of the macrospiral shapes on :\DP n ystab
grown from aqueous solution. vVhcn the crystals arc grO\m in a pure
solution, the macrospirals on (100) faccs arc dliptical ,,·ith a shorter axis
in the [001) direction as shown in Fig. 4.26(a) . Wh en Cr:J ions arc added
to the solution, the spirals become polygonized along [010) and [001)
directions as sho\\·n in Fig. 4.26(b).
According to th e PBC description of Hartman (1956), thc { 100} surfaces

[001]
[010]

(0 )

(b)

F1c. 4.26. Macrnspirals on .-\DP, schematic (aftcr Torgeson and Ja ckson. I <J6.5).
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4.27 . Structure of :\DP surface (after Hartman, 1956).

of ADP can be considered as narrow regions of positive ions extending in
the [100] direction with a width of cj2, alternating with similar regions of
negative ions as shown in Fig. 4.27. An ion in th e surface can diffuse
relatively easily along the [010] direction since it always moYes past ions
of the same sign. M igration along [001] is, howeve r, relatively difficult
since alternate laye rs are of opposite charge. This difference in su rfaceditfusion rates along [010] and [001] accounts for th e ellipticity in the spiral
of Fig. 4.26(a).
When Cr 3 - ions are added to the solution, many of the kink sites are
filled preferentially with these ions so that th e number of kink sites
available for growth is reduced. Polygonization results from the retardation in the rate at which steps can advance across the surface, but the
anisotropy in th e spiral shape is preserved since surface diffusion remain s
anisotropic. While alternative means of explaining these results could be
considered (see Section 5), an anisotropic surface-diffusion mechanism
appears to offer the simplest explanation.
Although macrospirals are observed quite frequently on crystal surfaces,
a quantitative theory of their development is still lacking. A qualitative
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trcatment of thc "bunching" of steps has been given by Cabrera and
\-ennilyea (1958) and by Frank (1958b) based on the kinematic wave
thcory of Lighthili and \\"hitham ( 1955). The formation of Iarge steps by
bunching is governed by kinetics rather than by thermodynamics. The
,·elocity of any step depends on the proximity of othcr steps, "·hich will
remove some of the solu te. The rate of flo\\· of steps will therefore depend
on the a\-crage separation bct\\·een steps and thc kinematic wavc theory
describes the motion of macrosteps of constant separation at some rate
·z·.:, \\·hich is less than thc vclocity ~·_, 1 of a singlc step. Bunching will be
particularly likely to occur if the vclocity ~-~, is increasing as crystal growth
continues, since in this casc newly formed steps ,,·ill tend to overtake those
alrcady present on the surface. Bunching is also more probable in impure
solutions, since impurity molecules which are rejected by the crystal
interface tend to impede the motion of steps; highly immobile impurity
ions may become incorporated into the crystal at the resulting macrosteps.
Also the solution flow rate might have an effect on thc averagc step height.
4.13. Surface Morphology of Flux-grown Crystals
Reference has been made abovc to the observation of growth spirals on the
surfaces of orthaferrite crystals by Tolksdorf and vVelz (1972) and of
polygonizcd spirals on hexagonal ferrites by Cook and Nye (1967). These
observations ancl the earlier ones of Sunagawa (I 967) and others support
the valiclity of Frank's screw-dislocation model. In this section we consider
other observations of surface features of crystals grown from high-temperature solutions and the relation between these features and the mode
of gro,\"th. A more extensive discussion of this topic has been gi,·en by
Chase(197I).
\\"hen crystals nucleate in solution, the supersaturation is normally
much high er than that at ,,·hich the subsequent gro,,·th occurs. As a result
th e initial growth of spontaneously nucleated crystals tends to be highly
cl endritic. The clenclrites grow along fast gro\\·th clirections and this rapid
growth recluces th e supersaturation. Subsequent growth occurs more slowly
but the ends of the clenclrites will be located in regions of higher supersaturation than the central region, ancl solvent inclusions are trapped near
the growth centre as the elendrite arms close. An initial clendritic growth
stage has been describecl by several authors, for example Lefever and
Chase (I 962), \\"hite (1965), Chasc (1968) ancl Scheel and Schulz-Dubois
(1971). Figure 4.28(a) shows a !arge crystal of Gd.\10 3 in which the central
den dritic region may be clearly seen, and Fig. 4.28(b) sho,,·s the same
crystal in reflected light with the !arge concentration of growth hillocks in
thc region abon· the dendritic core .
.\s growth proceecls on the clendritic core, the steppcd edges of the
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FI<:. ~ . 28. (a) l)c·ndrit ic cc ntrc o f Cd :\10 ,. " ·ith flu x inclu s ion s; (h) cA'cc t on g rmn h hill oc ks (rc Acc ti o n ph o togra ph

Schee l a nd E lwe ll , 1973b).
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d c- ndritc arm s j11"m ·icl c s itcs for th c intcg rati o n nf so lut c and a tc rr;~cc d
st r ucturc if' prndu cc d . lf grmnh is tc rminat cd at thi s stagc th c crys t;lb
a r c found to ex hibit a " ho ppc r" morphology as illu strate d in Fi g . 4.2l) .
Th e m ec hani sm of ho ppe r form ation was cli sc ussed b y L efe\·er and G iess
( 196 3), who po inte cl o ut th at hopp e r cryst a ls will be mo re likely if th e initi a l
d e nclrites attain !a rge clim c nsions ancl so in co rpo rate a !a rge fr ac ti o n of th e
a\·ailabl e so lute.
Acco rdin g to Sch ee l and E lwe ll (1973a) ho pp e r g ro wth is ass um ed to be
an effect of un st abl e g rowth. By in c reasing th e s upersa turation g radi ent ,
increasing ly un stabl e g ro wth in th e followin g seq uence ,,· ill occu r : Aat
fa ces -fo rm ati o n of inclusion s ·ed gc nu cle ati o n ·ho ppe r g rO\nh -de nd r iti c grmn h.

f<I G .

4. 29 . H o ppe r cr ys tal o f hematite (co urtesy Mrs . n. 1\lf. \Va nk lvn).

An alternati ve m echa nism of hopp e r Formation \\·as proposcd b y
Am elin cb (1953). The crys tal s in thi s case we re co nsicl e red to g ro,,· ,,·hil e
Aoating on th e so lution so that th e centre of th e face is not in co nta ct \\ith
th e sup ersa turat ed so luti on. Since contact with th e so luti o n occ urs o nl y
at th e edge, growth occurs on ly where a st ep in th e g rowth sp iral m eets a n
eclge and a narrO\\" strip of mate rial is deposited. This strip co ntimi es to
gro ,,· along th e edge of th e c rys tal and a ve rtical hollow box wo uld tend to
cle ve lop except th a t th e crysta l simulta neo usly g rows late ra ll y . Ea ch turn
th e refore appears at a g rea ter late ral dista nce from th e ce ntre than th e
pre,· iou s one and th e cha ra cte ri sti c t erraced d epress io n cl e\·elops . In th e
extrem e case of g rowth at th e edges of a c rys tal , th e res ultin g shap c ,,·ill b e
a hollo,,· reetang ul a r tube.

(a)

(b)
F1 c. 4. 30. L aye r g rowth nu cleated at edges and co rn ers. (a) d iag ramm ati c ,
(b) ed ge nucl ea ti on on ß-euc ryptite, Li.-\.1 S i0 4 (co urtes y K . Meye r, ETH Zuri ch).
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1f all th c c rys tal faccs rcm a in in co ntact \\·ith th e so luti on, co ntinue d
g rO\\·th \\·ill cn:ntu all y res ult in thc cstabli shm ent of th c hab it faces.
G rowth at relati\-c ly hi g h tcmp e ratures (and presumabl y at rath e r hi gh
sup crsa turati o n ) \ras fou nd b y L efeve r and C hase (1962) to proceed b y
nucl ca ti on of layc rs at co rn c rs o r edges of th c ga rn et cryst als stu died . Th e
layc rs in thi s casc \\T rc norm a ll y cun-cd in a d irccti on co n C<l \·e from th e
po int of ori g in , as shown in Fig . 4 .30(a). Thi s cun·aturc a ri ses bcca usc of
th c hi g her Supersa turation a t corners a ncl cdges \\·hi ch ca n Iead to an
incn.:asc of g rowth rate with di st ance from th c cc ntre o f th c fa ce. S imil a r
layc rs \\"C re obsc n -ccl by C h asc ( 1968) on In 2 0 3 c rys ta ls and b y Quon a nd
Sad lcr ( 1967) o n yttrium iro n ga rn ct . In th c lattc r case a si mil ar stru cture
mad c up o f much fin c r laye rs \ras also obscrY ed. An c:xamp le of ccl gc

FI G.

4 .3 1. Growth hillocks on ni cke! ferrite (E Iweil and l\ ea te, 197 1).
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nu clea ti on o n a ß -eucry ptite ( LiAISiO~) crystal g rown from a vanad atc Hux
is shom1 in Fi g. 4 .30(b ).
lf th c Supe rsa turati o n is lowered be low th c ,·alu c " ·hi ch ca n prom ote
co rn cr and ed ge n uc lea ti o n , th e cha racte ri sti c fea turcs sec n on m ost
cr~·s t a l s a re g rowth hill ocks, co nsisting of la ye rs ro ughl y 10 5 cm in hc ig ht.
T y pi ca l hill ocks a rc illu strated in Fi g. 4. 3 1. G ro\\·th hill ocks arc prc sum abl y form cd by a bunching process, as desc ribccl in th c pre,·ious
scction , " ·hi ch g i,·cs ri se to thc relati,·ely thi ck laye rs ,·isibl e und c r th c
mi c roscope. Oth e r cxa mpl es of growth hillock s ha,·c bee n desc ribed by
Lcfe,·er and C hase ( 1962) a nd Qu on and Sad le r ( 1967) o n ga rn cts, by
C hasc ( 1968) on ln 2 Üa, b y S un aga wa (1967) o n aluminium oxide and by
Schee l a ncl Elwell ( 1973 b) o n ra re-earth alumin at es . S unaga \\a ( 1967) has

.

I

10 fL

I

FJ G. 4 .32. Tri ang u lar g ro\\'th la,·e rs o n Iithium fe rrite (EI\\'ell and Neate, 19 7 1) .
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i JWcstigatcd a !arge numbcr of Aux grown crystals and has obscrvcd spirals
of monomnlce~dar ~tcp hcight nn magnctoplumhitc, PbFc- 1 ~0 19 , on fcrric
oxidc, alumina and yttrium iron garnet. Pyramidal layers were obserYed
on spinel, :\lgA1~0 1 . The number of featuresseenon a given face appears
to depend on the Supersaturation and a single feature often dominates a
whole face when growth occurs at low supersaturation. This decrease in
the number of acti,·e centres as growth proceeds may have an inAuence on
the maximumrate of stable growth, as is discussed in Chapter 6.
Triangular growth layers were observed by Elwell and Neate (1971) on
ferrite crystals, an example being shown in Fig. 4 .32. This feature appeared
to be the only active growth centre on that particular face, and the layer
height ( -.....10 - 5 cm) is clearly determined by some bunching effect. A
mechanism of crystal growth by the spreading of layers of similar height
was reported by Bunn and Emmett (1949) who studied the growth of Iead
nitrate from aqueous solution.
As discussed earlier in the chapter, layers, hillocks and macrospirals
may all ha\·e their origin in screw dislocations. Confirmation of the disloeated nature of hillock centreswas report ed by Lefever and Chasc (1962),
\\·Iw found on etching the crystal surfaces that an oriented etch pit was
formed at the centre of each hillock. 'T'he most likely conclusion to be
drawn from these surface studies is that growth on habit faces at low
supersaturation frequently occurs by the Frank screw-dislocation mechanism butthat edge nucleation may be dominantat higher supersaturations.

4.14. Alternative Growth Mechanisms
:\lthough the mechanism by which crystals grow from Auxed melts is often
the BCF screw-dislocation mechanism, alternative grO\\"th mechanisms
arc not rare (Scheel and Elwell, 1973b ).
:'\Tucleation of surface layers at corners or edges of a crystal may be by
2-D nucleation rather than at screw dislocations. The relative ease of
nucleation at corners or edges was first proposed from binding energy
considerations by Stranski ( 1928). Corner and edge nucleation \vill clearly
be fa,·oured because of the relatively high concentration of solute in these
regions, even if growth occurs by the screw-dislocation mechanism.
Figure 4.33 shows an optical reAection micrograph of a GdAI0 3 crystal in
which the concentration of hillocks is higher at the crystal edges due to the
higher local supersaturation. As gro\\th continues at a stable rate, the
concentration of hillocks near the edges decreases and so edge growth
becomes less important. The tendency of crystals to grow "·ith raised
edges is, howeYer, faYoured if growth becomcs unstable, as will be discussed in Chapter 6 .
.-\ particularly po,,·erful nucleation site may be formed when the faces
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Fr c. 4 .33. Grmnh hil locks a t cdges and nn faces of a (;d .-'IIO :o cn·s tal (Scheel and
E lwell . 1973b).

of a t wi nn ed crvstal m ect alo ng th e tll'in plan e at an acu te angle. The
resulting t\\·in- plane rc -ent rant cdge ('I'PRE) grO\nh mecha ni sm ca n be
envisaged ,,·ith refe rcn ce to F ig . +.3 +, ,,-hi eh sho ii'S a secti o n thro ugh a
tll'inn ed crystal. The crystal g ro\YS by the pro pagat io n of laye rs in th e
direction s indi ca ted b\· ~·~. , and rap id g ro,,·th m a\· also ncc ur in th e directi o n
of th e t\Yin pl ane, dcpcndin g on th c nature of th c tll'in and th e crystal
structure.
Th e TP RE mechan ism and its inRuen cc on th c h ab it of crystals was
desc ribed by l\i ggli ( 1920) and Spange n berg ( 193 4), ''h o both refer to
Mügge (1911) and Becke ( 19 11 ), by \\'agner ( 1960), J oh n and Faust ( 196 1)
and Faust and J ohn ( 1964) , th c latter g iY ing an extc ns iH: Ii st of semi -

0

0

Ft c . -+ .3-l . ' ['" ·in- plan e re-entrant cd ge growt h m cc hani sm.

Flc . .f. 3S. I ,a\'l' r s preading intlu<.:n cnl lJ\' mul tid o main twinning uf :'\d .-\1 0,
(Sc h eel and Eh,·cll , 1973b).
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Ft c. 4 .36 . Detail o f inte ra cti on s of twin d umains an<.l gro wth laye rs on :'\<.1 .-\10 "
crysta l (Scheel and Elwcll , 1973b).
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grn \1"11 by thi s m cc hani s m . Th c ha bit of :\l t0,1, BcO a n d
BaTiO " i ~ co nt rn ll cd b\· th c rcla ti H· impo rtan CL' of thi s m cc h a ni sm as \\·ill
bc di sc u ~scd in th c n cx t C hap tcr .
'j' ,,·in clomai ns formc d d u e to a ph asc tra ns iti o n ' <..Iu ring g rO\\·th may
a flec t th c g rO\I"t h mcc h a n ism cven ,,·he n th e a ng ul a r dev ia ti o n b e tween
t \\ in s is \e n · sma ll . Fi gu res 4 .3 S a nd 4. 36 sho,,· grO \\th laye rs o n th e
s urface o f neo d ym ium- alumin ate c rys ta ls. Th e p atte rn of layers is ,·e ry
c lose ly rela tc:cl to th e do m a in stru cture, a lth o ug h th e t \\·inning a ngle is
0
less th :.~ n I (Ge il e r a nd Bala , 1956). Thi s intc rrela ti o n b e t\\ een g rO\\"th
laye rs a nd clo m ain s is no t obse rved in c rysta ls su c h as ß aTi 0 3 in whi ch th e
d o m a ins a rc for m cd at te mpe ratures weil b elo,,· th c g ro,,·th tem p c ra ture.
I t is n ot clca r ,,·h eth c r twin b o und a ri es a t ,·ery lo,,· a ng lcs act b y

F1 c. -t..\7. G rmn h hi ll oc ks a long a t,,·in p la ne of Gd.-\1 0 , (Schee l an d E h,·e ll ,
I 973b ).
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FI(;, 4. 38. L a\'e rs spreadi ng fmm mult ipil' twin ncd rl' g ion of Cd.-\10 " (S ehn:'!
and Elwell , 1CJ7Jh).

providin g ce ntrcs fo r cla ssica l nu cleati on or bcclU sc o f a hi g h co nce ntrati on
of sc rew disloca ti ons. ln somc cascs, th c t\\·in plane s pro,·ide centres for
th e form ati o n o f g ra \\th hil locks as sho,, n in Fi gs . 4. 37 and 4 .38 . T hese
photograph s are of Gd.-\1 0 3 crysta ls, and cxamples ha,·e also bccn o bse n ·ed
whe rc t\\·inn ed region s do not p rO\·idc the dom in ant g ro ,,·th centres
beca use of th e p rc~e n cc of \T ry acti\T sc i-c\\·-di slo ca ti o n so urccs (sec
F ig. 4 .39).
Carlson ( 1958) proposc d th at lo\\·-ang le g rain boundaries m ay a lso
provide m ore actiYe g ro\\·th ce ntres th an th ose due to isolated screw
dislocations. T wi st b ou nd a ries \\·ill g iYc ri se to sc re\\· clislocati ons, th e
separation of which is g i,·en b y ~ aba rro ( 196 7) as

+·
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F 1r. . 4 .39. D o mina t in.!. ! g rmnh cc ntrc ncar a t\\" in pl a n e of Gcl.-\1 0 , (S ch ee l a n d
E h,·e ll , 197.\ b ).

d

II

2

co~cc

q;_2

11·herc a is th e int n atOin ic sc p<lratio n and q; th c angle betm :en th e adj acent
gra in s. C sin g thc criteri on of BC F fo r th c coo perat ion bet\\·een sc rew
disloca ti ons of like sign, th at d · 27Tr *, th c m inimum angle fo r preferenti al
grow th at sc t"C \\. dislocat ions is gi,-e n bv
sin q) '2 ·o 1 +7T r* .
Th us fo r r* ~ 211o , (sec Eqn (+.2.'i a) '' ith y ", !?'!" ~ 1 ancl a = 0.05), q; mu st
be of th e orcl er of 1 2 , ,,·hich is typi ca l of th e ,·a lu es at ,,hi ch a twin
pl ane acts as rh e domi nant g rO\n h ce ntre.
C racks ,,·hi ch de\-elop in any crystal du e to SC \T rc strain during growth
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F1 c. -+. 40. Grow th a long crac k of a Gd.-\1 0 3 cn·s ral (Sc h ee l and Elwell. I ')73b ).

proviel e many ac ti\T g rO\\·th ccn trcs and tencl to " heal" b\' rcLtti\"l·h · rapid
loca l g rO\\·th. Figurc +.40 s hO\\'S a Gd .--\l Oa c rys tal in \\·hich a cra ck ha ~
dc\·elopecl du ring remo \·al of th c Cl ucibl e fr om th c fu rnacc in orcl cr to
pour off th e resi dual so luti on. Th e crac k has clca rl y rc s ult cd in ma1w
g rowth centres whi ch \\·erc more acti ve th an ce ntres \\·hi ch h acl pre\· ious ly
dom in ated g ro\nh O\'e r th c \\·h ole face .
ln an y attempt to assess thc gro wth mechanism of a c rys tal , carc must
b e exe rcised to allO\\. for th e mutual inA.u ence \\·hi ch n eig hbourin g faces
exe rt upon each oth er. An example of thi s inA.u en ce is s h m m in F ig. 4.41
which s hO\\·s two faces of GdA l0 3 inclin ed at 90° to each oth e r. Layers on
th e two faces run in oppos ite directions, and th e laye r-ri ch regions of th e
t wo faces correspond to each oth e r. On some crys tals on e fa ce h ad \·e ry
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Tw o adjacen t faces (a t nea rl,· 90 ) of Gd.-\ 10 .1 (S c h ee l and Ehn: ll,

1973b ) .

act in· g ro\\ th ce ntres, ,,·ith adjaccnt fa cc!'> siHJ\\·in g hard l~· any fcaturcs,
s uggest ing that th c latter faces gre ,,· b \· cd gc nucl cati o n fr om th e morc
act i,·e fa ce . Such obsc rn1tion s are contrary to t hc PB C co n ce pt, \rhich
t r ~a ts a ll {100} faces of a pse ud oc ub ic p ero ,·s kite as css ~ nti a lly eq ui n !lc nt,
and indi ca te that ge n cra liza ti on s on g rO\\·th m ccha ni sms sh o uld bc cx prcss'C' d ,,·ith ca rc.

4.15 . Summary
(i) Th e rate of nucl ea ti o n of c rysta ls nuies ra pidl v ,,·ith Supe rsa turation
o nce a criti ca l ,·a lu c, of th e o rcl cr of 10° 0 , is excecclccl and JS n :n · lo,,· at
lo\n;r s upcrsa turati on s.
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(ii) The initial growth following spontaneaus nucleation is often dendritic, then terraced, before stable facets are established.
(iii) Crystals grown in a stable mode from high-temperature solution
normally have atomically flat faces, on which growth occurs by the spreading of layers from active centres. The evidence for this statement is based
on observations of growth spirals and layers and it also explains the
observation that crystals preserve their shape although the Supersaturation
is not constant across a face.
(iv) A complete description of the growth process should include
desolvation and surface diffusion of solute.
(v) In unstirred solutions, volume diffusion is the most probable rate
determining step. At low supersaturations screw-dislocation growth can
account for most of the experimental measurements of growth kinetics
although alternative explanations are often possible. The theory of solution
growth is still not quantitative since it contains several parameters which
cannot be determined.
(vi) No strict generalization on the growth mechanism and the rate
determining step is possible. Depending on the solute-solvent system and
on the experimental parameters (supersaturation, temperature, concentration, stirring, impurity concentration, etc.) each crystal will have its
individual growth history.
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